BINCHY (DANIEL ANTHONY)
(1899 – 1989)

   [= BILL 7399.]
   
   Rev. by

   Greene (David) (ed.), Kelly (Fergus) (ed.): Irish bardic poetry:
   texts and translations, together with an introductory lecture / by
   Osborn Bergin, compiled and edited by David Greene and Fergus
   Kelly; with a foreword by D. A. Binchy.
   [= BILL 5435.]
   
   Rev. by
   Bráidneán O Madagáin, in Éigse 14/3 (Samhradh, 1972), pp. 249-256.

2992. Binchy (Daniel A.): Varia Hibernica: 1. The so-called ‘rhetorics’ of Irish
   saga.
   In Fs. Sommerfelt (1972), pp. 29-38.
   Argues that legal roscad and saga retoric are one same style of prose, and
   critiques J. Carney’s opinion of their age and origin. Includes a transcript
   of a fragment of ‘rhetorics’ from Táin bó Cuailnge recension I (based on LU
   5423-5427), with notes and tentative translation.

   dvandva-compounds in Irish.
   In Fs. Sommerfelt (1972), pp. 38-41.
   Identifies further examples, mostly from the law-texts.

   On athgabail, etc. in Cethairilicht athgabalae, etc.

   In Celtica 10 (1973), pp. 72-86.
   Nach miil f’ selb duine ata athgabail tecta air i [. . .]; edited from MSS TCD
   H 3. 18 and Egerton 88; with English translation and notes.

4981. Binchy (Daniel A.): Irish history and Irish law: I.
   *In StH 15 (1975)*, pp. 7–36.

3547. Binchy (D. A.): The pseudo-historical prologue to the *Senchas már*.
   Specially on the interrelationship of the three extant recensions.

   Includes a syllabic poem composed by E. K. celebrating the publication of T. F. O’Rahilly’s *Msgrá dáinta* in 1927 (Best 2 1608), beg. *Puair an éigse féar a hionchar*.
   O’Rahilly (T. F.) (*ref*.)

5082. Binchy (D. A.): Irish history and Irish law: II.
   *In StH 16 (1976)*, pp. 7–45.

   *In Celtica 11 (1976)*, pp. 18–33.


1446. Binchy (D. A.) (*ed.*): *Corpus iuris Hibernici: ad fidem codicum manuscriptorum / recognovit D. A. Binchy*.
   xxviii + 2343 pp.
   Diplomatic edition of the early Irish law tracts in manuscripts from the professional schools: MSS TCD H 2.12 [Siii], H 2. 15A, H 2. 15B, H 2. 16, H 3. 17, H 3. 18, H 4. 22, H 5. 15, E 3. 3, E 3. 5, RIA 23 P 12, 23 Q 6, 23 P 3, C 1 2; Rawlinson B 487, Rawlinson B 502, Rawlinson B 506; Harley 432, Egerton 88, Egerton 90, Nero A 7, Add. 4783; NLI G 3, G 11; Copenhagen 261 B.


   Introductory matter (i–xxviii) also sepur. publ.

   Rev. by

3570. Binchy (D. A.): 'Bergin’s law'.
    ad H. Wagner, in FS Pokorny, pp. 289–314 (BILL: 2986), and in
    Indogermanisch und Keltisch, pp. 204–235.

11631. Jenkins (Dafydd) (ed.), Owen (Morfydd E.) (ed.): The Welsh law of
    women: studies presented to Professor Daniel A. Binchy on his eightieth
    birthday, 3 June 1980 / edited by Dafydd Jenkins and Morfydd E. Owen.
    Rev. by
    Binchy (Daniel A.) (hon.)

    ad Cán aicilline 88 (as ed. by R. Thurneysen, in ZCP 14 (1923), pp. 336–
    394 [1. Das Unfrei-Lehen], etc.); particularly on the process of mashing (OIr.
    imdel l).

    In Ireland in early mediaeval Europe [Hughes studies] (1982),
    pp. 165–178.

    Edition and translation of a brief Modern Irish passage dealing with the origins
    of Roman law, from MS TCD H 3. 18 (= CIH ii 602.34–603.15).

4830. Binchy (D. A.): Corpus iuris Hibernici: incipit or finis amen?

361. Binchy (D. A.): The original meaning of co nómad náu ( nó):
    linguists v. historians?
    In Celtica 16 (1984), pp. 1–12.
    Originally a legal phrase.

1029. Breatnach (Liam): Varia; VI. 2. The preterite of sichid/seichid ‘says’.
    ad D. A. Binchy, in Celtica 5 (1960), pp. 80–81. 3 sg. rel. síche attested in
    an Old Irish gloss in Cán Écuithe.
    Binchy (D. A.) (ref.)
3227. Peritia: journal of the Medieval Academy of Ireland 5 (1986): In honour of Professor D. A. Binchy. Medieval Academy of Ireland

Ind. frontispiece.

Binchy (D. A.) (hon.)


Binchy (D.) (ref.), Charles-Edwards (T.) (ref.), MacNeill (E.) (ref.), Patterson (N.) (ref.)